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INTRODUCTION TO THE DVD
Manifesting Through Sound – Mo Wheeler
DVD Creator, Voice-Over and Drums – Peter Champoux – 2/13/18
Do not play this DVD in your automobile.
This work is brought to your attention by Dr. Mo Wheeler, who founded Energy
Healing Partners, a nonprofit corporation, in 2004. The partners are a group of volunteers
and helpers—both seen and unseen—who are dedicated to co-creative work with Higher
Power for the improved health and well-being of earth and its inhabitants. The team brings
their diverse talents together to develop and manifest energy healing. The purpose of this
work is to help us have the hope and courage that can result in peace, understanding and
acceptance of diversity.
The Energy Healing Partners team co-creates with Spirit to express thought forms
needed to heal the planet and its inhabitants. Most of the team use dowsing tools (such as
pendulums, L-rods, forked sticks, energy testing) to access Higher Power and ask for help.
Some use intuition as well. We may ask about where to find water sources, what vitamins to
take, how we can improve our health, etc. By dowsing whether guidance wants more, less,
or different words, the team has written the intentions in words Spirit can then use to help us.
Mo is a retired psychologist and university professor. In 2001, she turned sixty, was
gifted with a powerful and unique energy, and became an ordained minister. There is a level
of complexity in the intentions that have been channeled which makes them difficult to
describe in this DVD. Spirit has given Mo the gift of spontaneously translating the intentions
into sound languages that Spirit can then use to manifest them. Thus, you may not
understand some of the statements (or the sounds—Mo doesn’t either!)—but you don’t need
to for them to be helpful.
The team deeply appreciates the hard work of Peter Champoux in producing this
DVD. Included in the DVD are the following topics, with the time on the DVD when they
begin. We suggest you start at the beginning for your first time, but later you may want to
replay certain sections. Only one time is needed to receive the benefit.

CONTENTS and their starting times:
Introduction to Mo and the Energy Healing Partners Team – 0:00:09
Greetings from the Dolphins – 0:02:09
Intentions for Heart Mind Healing - 0:02:29
Intentions to Help the Smaller Than Smaller Thans - 0:03:06
Spirit Dance of Intentions - 0:04:44 / Mo reads 0:05:52 / The Dance Begins 0:07:09
Intentions to Heal Earth’s Water - 0:08:42
M∞Os (M Infinity O’s) – 0:17:19
Some of the powerful sounds that come through Mo, especially
in Healing for Water, may be upsetting to young children—or
others. Discretion is advised.
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INTENTIONS FOR HEALING THE HEART MIND (0:02:29)
Mo Wheeler © 2005 - Revised with Peter Champoux 5/19/2017
Many acknowledge the heart as having intelligence. We define “intelligence” as the
proteins of an organ having the ability to make decisions independently. There are many
organs in our body that do this. The original Heart Mind Intentions were developed so that
they can now be reduced to one step. It addresses the heart as an intelligent organ and asks
for healing for any damage that has been done in the past and for prevention of future
interference. Mo manifests the intentions by saying:
“I want the intentions for Heart Mind healing.”

SPIRIT DANCE – A Dance of Intention (0:04:44)
Mo Wheeler and the Energy Healing Partners Team © 2017, revised 8/11/17
One day, Sitting Bull connected with the Energy Healing Partners team as another
unseen helper. He was a Lakota tribal chief and holy man in the late 1800s. Sitting Bull
promoted a “Ghost Dance” that called upon their ancestors for help—asking for peace,
prosperity, and unity of the native people of the region.
Our Spirit Dance is one of intentions rather than movement and is fully supported
by Sitting Bull from the Other Side. In the process of requesting these new intentions, we
honor both the ancestors and the many spiritual helpers who work with the Energy Healing
Partners team. First, Mo will read them. And then, let the dance begin!
Mo says:1 (0:05:52)
“In the name of the Omniverse, I want complete healing of all feelings,
memories, and karma throughout all time and space that prevent us from
moving forward in the new paradigm; I want the peace and clarity that pass all
understanding of air, water, lands, living beings and sentient beings.
“In the name of the Omnipresent MOM, I want forgiveness to and from all
living beings; I want the pipe of peace cleaned of the ashes of the past and a
new smoke prepared and shared for the establishment of a new beginning.
“In the name of unconditional love into infinity, I want a total phase shift. I
want 12 vortex at each point of crossing waves to strengthen the continuum. I
want renewed energies filled with peace, unconditional love, and understanding.
I want the integrity of the energy fields maintained and kept in the present and on
a course that is absolutely 100% pure. I want systems reset.”
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With deep gratitude to co-workers on the Energy Healing Partners Team for their assistance in cocreating this dance of intention: Merrill Cook, Wells Christie, Peter Champoux, Mary Fitzgerald, Rebecca
Gurland, David Roddy, Georgette Roddy, and Steve Herbert.
http://healingforearth.com
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INTENTIONS FOR HEALING WATER (0:08:42)
Mo Wheeler and Peter Champoux - 4/16/17
We are 65% to 75% water. This healing is also for you!
1. Guidance that is absolutely 100% pure:
2. I want these intentions installed in M∞Os.
3. I want these intentions manifested into infinity.
4. I want the intentions translated to make this absolutely 100% permanent in the
omniverse and beyond.
5. I want these intentions installed in water so that it is complete and updated
automatically for the highest good.
6. I want healing to be for the highest good of water.
7. I want water on a continuum from crossing waves to power point and power point to
crossing waves.
8. I want the forces of heat, spin, light, pull, water, sound, and rhythm to be absolutely 100%
pure.
9. I want water to be safe multidimensionally.
10. I want a total phase shift.
11. I want all pollutants and their effects removed from water.
12. I want a healing energy current to flow through water.
13. I want the sea poles that have been installed placed in a grid to purify water and
imbue it with love and gratitude.
14. I want each molecule of water to bless every other molecule of water.
15. I want the angle of bonding to be ideal.
16. I want all negative emotions cleared from water’s physical cells and water’s smaller
than smaller thans; and I want clearing to occur from water’s Higher Self, from the
Associator of the Receiving System, and from the Potentiating System.
17. I want water to remember its original self and be absolutely 100% pure.
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18. I want calliope of water to rotate for the highest good.
19. I want the Heart Mind Healing Intentions for Water.
20. I want water connected to its Divine Self.
21. I want Healing of Earth’s Memories, Chapter 1.
22. I want water absolutely 100% pure, and I want peace, love and understanding.
23. I want to go to a place in the continuum where the energy is clear of biosphere
disturbances and duality is only for the highest good, and I want this translated into the
mode of communication needed to help the Higher Self flow.
24. Guidance.

M∞Os (M Infinity O’s) (0:17:19)
Mo Wheeler, Wells Christie and Merrill Cook, 2012
M∞Os is unconditional love—into infinity. M∞Os represents a commitment by Higher
Power to not forsake earth in its time of greatest need. It recognizes the untruths of the
past and heals the traumas that have left us vulnerable. It ushers in the possibility for
everyone, if they so choose, to ascend to a higher vibration and realize full potential.
You can benefit from our energy healing intentions, restore the strengths of your energy
heritage and transmit unconditional love—into infinity—by simply saying, “I want irrefutable
M Infinity O’s.” You are only asking for absolute truth. You only need to say it one time,
and it will be automatically updated:
“I want irrefutable M∞Os.”
Here are some of the many energy-based treatments that are included in M∞Os for
healing various issues affecting the planet and its inhabitants:
Smoking Cessation
Drug and Alcohol Abuse
New Consciousness
The New Human
Supporting Healing for
Viruses and Cancer
DNA Upgrades
Post-traumatic Stress

Negative Thinking
Climate Change
Earth Movement
Healthy Aging (Well Being,
Dementias, Addictions, etc.)
Earth’s Water
Immune System Upgrade

For more healing intentions and information about Energy Healing Partners, visit:
http://healingforearth.com
For comments or questions: mowheeler331@gmail.com

